TMDU Institute of Global Affairs

Enriching our life experience by
connecting people inside and
outside of campus
As of May 2016, there are 277 international students studying at TMDU. As one of the
Top Global Universities, it is our priority to enhance the quality not only of education
for international students, but also of their experiences at TMDU and in Japan. Their
presence on campus, and our active involvement with them, enriches the experiences of all students, faculty, and staff by bringing new, culturally diverse perspectives;
ultimately, it permits us to grow into a globally engaged university.
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Joint Events with Juntendo University

Setsubun: Commemorative
photograph

Visits to Neighborhood Schools

international students showed games from their
childhood and others taught the songs of their
home country. The elementary and junior high

Besides these activities, the IGA regularly organizes events and activities for the purpose of
cultivating a global awareness and contributing
to the understanding and value of diversity in-

The school visits were partially funded by the Nakajima Foundation as well as by KAKENHI (16K21018)
that has been awarded to the author.

school children were sometimes a bit shy about

Junior High School Visit:
Chinese and Vietnamese
students leading a smallgroup discussion

communicating, especially in English. However,
the international students did a great job of getting everyone to communicate.
The school teachers’ statement that the children
looked and acted very different from their usual
classes suggests that our visit could successfully
offer them meaningful and engaging experiences. However, this is not only the case for the
school children. This visit was also a very nice
Setsubun : Making and eating sushi rolls
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1 Tsukimi: Greetings by Prof.
Karasuyama, Institute of Global Affairs Director, emcees in
background
2 Trip to Karuizawa: Enjoying
a BBQ together
3 Elementary School Visit: Indian students explaining
greetings in their language

opportunity for international students in that
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